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Honey pasteurization is one of the important steps of honey processing which requires thermal
energy to elevate temperature of the honey to inactivate enzymes and to inhibit bacteria.
Common technique used for thermal treatment of honey is batch jacketed pasteurizer driven by
electrical resistance to heat water, oil or steam. Each heating approach requires high amount of
energy which is transferred directly or indirectly to the honey. Furthermore, heat generation is
expensive and there are several steps which cause energy and exergy loses such as boiler, heater,
pipe, heating medium, wall thickness of the vessel etc. Alternatively, induction is a technology
using electromagnetic heating with unique advantages as heating metal surfaces directly and
effectively. Inductive heating has been used for some industries as metallurgy, however, possible
food applications such as batch pasteurization was not studied in detail. The objective of this
research is comparing energy and exergy efficiencies of conventional jacketed vessel heater and
inductive heater for honey pasteurization. Consequently, inductive method was found more
beneficial compared to commercial method in terms of energy and exergy efficiency.
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1. Introduction
As a definition in dictionary, honey is a sweet viscid material
elaborated out of the nectar of flowers in the honey sac of
various bees. It is a healthy product composing of 17-20%
moisture, 80-85% carbohydrate and 0.5-1% proteins, amino
acids, vitamins and minerals. Industry of honey is a complex
process comprising sequential chain of processing such as
initial extraction, dehumidification, liquefaction, heating,
pasteurization, crystallization and packaging. Each step has
unique impact on physicochemical and microbiological
properties of the product. After harvesting, honey is
centrifuged during the initial extraction step to eliminate
impurities and waxes. Then honey is treated below 38 oC for
removing excess moisture to make it lower than 18%.
Heating is applied to control particle aggregation (pollen
grains etc.), crystallization and viscosity, but it may lead

some changes as increase in the amount complex sugars,
augment of total acidity, partial activation of enzymes and
increase in hydroxymethylurfural (HMF) therefore it is
suggested that maximum heating should not exceed 40oC. On
the other hand, in terms of pasteurization, applied thermal
treatment to honey is 72oC at 120 s. Traditionally, hot water
circulated jacketed vessels are used with central stirrer to
make this step fast and effective. Unlike common usage of
pasteurization in food industry as controlling microbiological
quality, pasteurization is applied to honey to control structure
of honey for commercial needs. By the way, honey can keep
its typical liquid state on shelves. Other important step for
commercial honey is crystallization, in which glucose
monohydrate crystals can be formed as desired shape and size
[1-2].
Pasteurization is a thermal treatment which is carried out on
almost all food products for food safety purposes, including
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also prolonged shelf-life, requires special equipment as heat
exchanger, which requires high number of consumables as
electricity, hot water, hot oil, steam etc.[1, 3-4]. It is noted
that one of the major expenditures of the companies is
utilities used for thermal treatments. Therefore, convenient,
cheap and energy efficient heating systems will be helpful for
industry. For this view, electromagnetic induction can be
suggested to overcome the need which can heat conductive
materials directly [5]. Induction heating has two main
mechanisms as Joule heating and magnetic hysteresis. By
means of given heating mechanisms it does not require any
intermediate systems to conduct heat to the material [6-7].
This heating method is used for metallurgy industry to heat
metals to high degrees effectively. It is promising to adapt
this approach to food industry to eliminate heating utilities
[8-9]. In previous researches Başaran et al compared
effectiveness of inductive and electrical boiler heater during
continuous pasteurization of tomato paste and it is reported
that induction is more effective than electrical boiler in terms
of energy and exergy analysis [10]. On the other hand, there
is some limited applications of induction in food are available
such as inductive oven, however there is no commercial food
process systems were observed in spite of some patents relate
d to cooking, sterilization and water heater [11-13].
In this study pasteurization of honey is studied as a model
system for batch pasteurization. Selected heat exchanger is
jacketed vessel to make better adaptation of both systems for
the same volume of the product with the same level of
required total energy.

consideration of batch process were applied to find the heat
and work input, the rate of exergy destruction (or
irreversibility), the exergy changes, and the energy and
exergy efficiencies [14].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. a) jacketed vessel, b) induction coil wrapped vessel
Table 1. Operating conditions and the properties of product and working
fluid at operating conditions

2. System Description

Honey
(Product)

Water
(Working Fluid)

Initial Temperature (oC)

40

90

Final Temperature (oC)

72

25

Process Pressure (kPa)

101.25

101.25

o

Honey pasteurization is a step after heating honey to 40 C.
During pasteurization honey is heated to 72oC for 120 s.
Conventional heating system is jacketed vessel with stirrer
inside it for homogenous heating (Fig 1). Dimensions of the
vessel are 1 m high and 1 m in diameter. There is water inside
the jacked heated by electrical heater from 25oC to 90oC.
After achieving desired temperature for heating water vessel
is filled with honey at 40oC, it is heated to 72oC and
maintained the temperature for 120 s. The capacity of the
vessel is 500 L and the volume of the heating water is 157 L.
The process conditions and properties of both product
(honey) and working fluid (water) are given in Table 1. It is
worth note here that there is no working fluid (side stream)
required in the induction coil wrapped vessel. However,
product properties are identical for both jacketed and
induction coil wrapped vessels.
3. Governing Equations
The mass, energy, entropy and exergy balance equations for
a control volume were employed to analyze the system
thermodynamically. These balance equations with

Volume (L)

500

157

Mass (kg)

725

156.54

1450.00

997.05

1.407

4.188

Density (kg/m3)
Specific heat (kJ/kgK)

The mass balance equation basically can be expressed as
equality of mass at inlet and outlet. In general, it can be
written in the rate form as;
∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 − ∑ 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∆𝑚𝐶𝑉

(1)

For the closed system without mass input and output ∆𝑚𝐶𝑉
becomes zero and hence:
∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ∑ 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚

(2)

where 𝑚 is the mass, the subscripts in, out and CV stand for
inlet, outlet and control volume, respectively.
The general energy balance for a closed system can be
written as;
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𝐸𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐸𝑔𝑒𝑛 = ∆𝐸𝐶𝑉
𝑄𝐶𝑉 − 𝑊𝐶𝑉 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑢𝑖𝑛 +
2
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

2

2
𝑉𝑖𝑛

2

(3)
+ 𝑔𝑧𝑖𝑛 ) − ∑ 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡 +

+ 𝑔𝑧𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

(4)

where 𝑄 and 𝑊 are the net heat and work input/output, and 𝑢,
𝑉, 𝑧 are the internal energy, velocity and elevation,
respectively. Also, the subscripts “gen” stands for generation
in the control volume.
The energy balance with negligible kinetic and potential
energy as well as mass changes can be expressed by;
𝑄 − 𝑊 = 𝑚∆𝑢

(5)

The energy efficiency of the system can be defined as the
ratio of total energy output to total energy input.
𝜂𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 =

𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

=1−

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

(6)

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

where in most cases “output” refers to “useful” one.
Entropy balance equation for a control volume can be
expressed as;
∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 − ∑ 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛 + ∑
where 𝑄𝑏

𝑄𝑏
𝑇𝑏

(7)

is heat transfer rate at boundary with

temperature 𝑇𝑏 . The terms ∑

𝑄𝑏
𝑇𝑏

is the time rate of entropy

transfer through the portion of the boundary by heat transfer
across boundary.
In this context, the specific exergy with neglecting kinetic
and potential exergies can be defined as for a closed system;
𝜓 = (𝑢 − 𝑢0 ) − 𝑇0 (𝑠 − 𝑠0 )

(8)

Multiplying specific exergy by the mass of the fluids gives
total exergy;
𝐸𝑥 = 𝑚𝜓

(9)

𝐸𝑥 = 𝑚(𝑢 − 𝑢0 ) − 𝑇0 (𝑠 − 𝑠0 )

(10)

where subscript “0” stands for the restricted dead state. 𝑇0 is
the dead state temperature, 𝑢0 and 𝑠0 are internal energy and
entropy at the restricted dead state of 𝑃0 and 𝑇0
The general exergy rate balance may be expressed as follows;
𝐸𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝐸𝑥ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 − 𝐸𝑥𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 + 𝐸𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑢𝑡 (11)
Exergy destruction (or irreversibility) can be defined as
following equation. In this equation, firstly, the entropy
generation 𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛 is calculated and used in the equation;
𝐼 = 𝐸𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇0 𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛

(12)

Generally, the exergy efficiency (also called second law and
exergetic efficiency) maybe expressed as the ratio of total
exergy output to total exergy input.

𝜀=

𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

=1−

𝐸𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

(13)

4. Results and Discussion
In this study, energetic and exergetic performance of jacketed
vessel and induction coil wrapped vessel pasteurizer were
compared for honey pasteurization. The energy consumption
of mixer is ignored in this study due to the fact that it is
identical in the both compared systems and its energy
consumption is relatively small compared to the total energy
consumption of the analyzed systems. For each case required
heat for honey kept constant and system was assumed as
adiabatic. Therefore, all transfer equations solved under the
same input conditions.
The following assumptions were considered for calculations
used to evaluate each system;
 The friction losses in systems are neglected
 The kinetic and potential energy changes are
neglected
 The kinetic, potential and chemical exergies are
neglected
 Energy consumption of the mixer is ignored
 There is no heat transfer from the system to
environment, system is adiabatic
 Honey is assumed as an incompressible
For each case, 500 L of honey were heated from 40oC to 72oC
and temperature was maintained for 120s. Thermophysical
properties of the honey is given in Table 2. Required heat for
this situation is calculated as 32642.4 kJ. As stated earlier,
this required heat is indirectly supplied by high-temperature
water (working fluid) in electric heater pasteurizer (jacketed
pasteurizer) whereas it is directly ensured by induction
current in inductive pasteurizer. Thermophysical properties
of the water at process condition are indicated in Table 3. It
is worth note here that exergy of the water at final is equal to
zero because water is in dead-state condition at final state. To
obtained desired value it is observed that electrical heating
requires higher amount of power compared to induction (Fig
2). This case shows that energy efficiency is high in
induction.
Fig 3 represents exergy input and exergy output of the
systems. Electrical heater shows extremely high exergy
destruction compared to induction. While exergy input is
5845.06 kJ for induction it is 75614.98 kJ for electrical heater
and outputs are 3052.39 kJ and 7139.75 kJ respectively. It
means only 9.49% of exergy is covered at electrical heater
while this value is 52.22% for induction. Exergy loses is
related to irreversibility of the systems. Consequently, it is
possible to say that entropy generation and therefore
irreversibility is low at induction [15].
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Table 2. Thermophysical properties of the honey at process states.
Internal
Entropy,
Process
Temperature,
Exergy,
Energy,
s
states
T (oC)
Ex (kJ)
u (kj/kg)
(kj/kgK)
Initial
40
440.6
8.0856
372.64
Final

72

485.63

8.2225

3425.03

Table 3. Thermophysical properties of the water at process states.
Internal
Entropy,
Process
Temperature,
Exergy,
Energy,
s
o
states
T ( C)
Ex (kJ)
u (kj/kg)
(kj/kgK)
Initial
90
377.06
1.1928
4087.37
Final

25

104.92

0.3672

0

42

In previous studies Başaran et al. [10] reported that inductive
heating system has 95.00% energy efficiency and 46.56%
second law efficiency while the conventional heating system
with electric-boiler has 75.43% energy efficiency and
16.63% exergy efficiency. As a consequence, inductive
method was found more beneficial compared to commercial
method having higher energy and exergy efficiency for
continuous pasteurization of tomato paste. For the continuous
pasteurization of milk Başaran et al showed that the
pasteurization system with electric-boiler has 67.56% energy
efficiency and 3.57% exergy efficiency. Induction-heater
pasteurization system has best energetic and exergetic
performance than electric-boiler system for the milk
pasteurization as well [16].
Main reasons of great variation between two systems in terms
of energy and exergy efficiency can be explained by number
of indirect heating steps during electrical heater as steps such
as water heating and heat transfer from water to the vessel.
However, vessel wall which is a metal can be heated directly
by means of induction and it has observable benefits at honey
pasteurization system by lowering energy and exergy losses.
5. Conclusion

Fig. 2 Power and heat input of each pasteurization systems

Honey pasteurization is one of the most important steps for
product quality and this step requires high amount of energy
as well. In this study alternative heating method was
compared theoretically in terms of energy and exergy
efficiencies. For pasteurizing the 500 L of honey required
32642.4 kJ heat energy and for obtaining this value while
jacketed vessel requires 75242.3 kJ work, induction needs
almost same amount of energy that has to heat honey which
is 34360.4 kJ. For the second law efficiency it was found that
exergy input for electrical heating is 75614.98 kJ and output
is 7139.75 kJ which means there is only 9.49% efficiency.
However, for induction, to obtain 3052.39 kJ exergy output
there is 5845.06 exergy input was calculated. It means that
exergy destruction is dramatically low at induction system. It
can be explained by direct heating of the system eliminating
auxiliary heat transfer steps happens during electrical
heating.
This study shows that inductive heating is promising
approach for batch pasteurization systems, and it can be
applied to some food systems such as honey processing.
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